
API & modernization strategy, 
governance, and consulting 
for a leading healthcare 
products company



Our Solution
Mindtree performed an 8 week consulting exercise and provided:

 Integration modernization consulting solution for moving to cloud

 API strategy for the supplier connectivity applications

 Product selection to enable new strategy

 Identified business use cases for API adoption by creating an MVP (Minimum Viable Product) 
implementation to validate reference architecture and setup API governance model with newer roles 
and responsibilities

 Implementation plan and budgetary estimates

 Defined API governance model and team structure with roles and responsibilities

The Results
 The customer was able to modernize their architecture in a manner that prevented existing invest-

ment, but still enabled new technology benefits

 The customer was able to jump-start their middleware modernization and API initiatives on a best of 
breed platform

 The customer was able to start small, learn newer ways of working with early feedback and adapt to 
changes

The Challenges
The customer uses Webmethods integration platform and their current architecture is tightly coupled
with presentation layer and services layers, both have business logic and which poses challenges in 
gaining agility and faster delivery of newer functionalities.

The customer is looking to adopt an API-first strategy for integration with suppliers and other partners. 
To do this, the client wants to adopt cloud and upgrade their integration landscape to provide loose 
coupling, scalability, agility and wants a platform that supports hybrid integration.
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